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Abstract: We present comprehensive convergence and accuracy tests for predictions of the augmented symmetry approach
suggested to reduce computational complexity of the DFT calculations for molecular rings. Using the PBE functional, we
demonstrate the numerical stability of magnetic couplings, magnetic moments and the HOMO-LUMO gaps with respect
to the size of the basic parameters RKM, the number of k-points and types of the unit cells as well as to the presence of
full or absence of any point group symmetry. We show that both the performance and the final results are equal to those
obtained for the standard approaches but the computing time is significantly lower. We conclude that the value RKM = 3.0
and a single k-point in the irreducible Brillouin zone are enough to reach the uncertainty of magnetic couplings of the order
of 0.1 meV and a distortion resulting from the approach is irrelevant as far as the magnetic properties are concerned.
Key words: molecular magnets, chromium nanorings, density functional theory

I. INTRODUCTION

The density functional theory is an extremely important
first principle approach and through the past several decades
has become one of the fundamental calculation methods in
physics, chemistry and many interdisciplinary studies. Know-
ledge of first principles allows us to search for solutions of
Hamilton equations describing complex systems. Develop-
ment of computer technologies allowed us to perform the first
principle calculations numerically, effectively and fast. How-
ever, our demands grow along with that progress. We would
like to perform calculations faster, easier, with greater preci-
sion for bigger, more complex systems. These demands can
be fulfilled either on hardware level, by creating faster com-
puters or on software level, by creating better mathematical
models and algorithms. There is also another approach – us-
ing internal symmetry within a studied compound to optimize
input data.

Generally one can perform the first principle calculations
without using symmetry, which means that each atom in the
structure has unique representation. This approach can be
applied to any system (crystal, slab, molecule); however, it
may be problematic for large systems due to computational
requirements. In opposition to that, instead of encoding the
whole structure from unique atoms, one uses smaller cells to
reconstruct the molecule using symmetries. It can success-
fully reduce the size of the structure, but it has one consid-
erable flaw. This approach can be applied to any structure
as long as it is invariant under some symmetry operations.
As a result, systems without symmetry cannot be simplified.
However, for those systems one can perform some artificial
modifications in order to force the symmetry onto the struc-
ture by replacing the actual system with an approximate one
that mimics its topology and overall geometry [1, 2].
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In this paper we investigate the Cr7M family of molec-
ular rings using the WIEN2k package in order to conduct
the cross-validation of our augmented symmetry approach as
well as to check convergence, numerical stability of the pre-
dictions and their accuracy with respect to well-established
data in literature. This is needed for future improvement of
the approach in conjunction with the hybrid functionals or for
envisaged applications in designing deposition of magnetic
molecules on a surface [3] or their realizations as molecular
junctions [4].

Fig. 1. Simplified structure of the Cr7M molecule. Hydrogen atoms
are shown in place of pivalic groups. Chromium is blue, oxygen is
red, carbon is brown, fluorine is green, hydrogen is yellow and nitro-
gen is gray. Orange represents the substituting atom M = Cr,Cd,Ni

II. STUDIED MOLECULES

We carry out the tests for three molecular nanowheels:
Cr8F8(Piv)16, Cr7CdF8(Piv)16 and Cr7NiF8(Piv)16 [5, 6].
For short we refer to them as Cr8, Cr7Cd and Cr7Ni (see
Fig. 1). The Piv group is the pivalic acid - trimethyl acetic
acid CO2C(CH3)3. The homonuclear Cr8 ring is built up of
eight CrIII ions. They lay almost in a single layer (xy plane)
slightly alternating along the z axis and their positions de-
termine the highest symmetry among the Cr7M molecules.
Neighboring pairs of chromium atoms are connected by a sin-
gle fluorine bridge oriented inside a ring and two pivalic
groups that span outside.

Heteronuclear derivatives are created by substitution of
one chromium atom for cadmium or nickel which destroys

the symmetry. Furthermore, there is a small nonmagnetic
molecule NH2(CH3)2 situated inside the ring which can be
neglected for the homonuclear ring but is needed for the het-
eronuclear derivatives to preserve the charge balance. When
the CrIII ion is substituted by a CdII or NiII ion, the ring loses
one electron. The bonds of substituting ion become unsatu-
rated and the whole molecule loses approximately 1µB of
magnetic momentum. The inner molecule donates a single
electron to the ring saturating the bond. The Cr7M molecule
(where M is Cr, Cd or Ni) is presented in Fig. 1 from two
perspectives.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the rotational symmetry in Cr8
molecule. Cr1 and Cr2 (along with accompanying bridges) constitute
unique inequivalent atoms. Atoms Cr3, Cr5 and Cr7 are equivalent

to Cr1 and atoms Cr4, Cr6 and Cr8 are equivalent to Cr2

In order to decrease the number of atoms considered in the
ring from 272 to 80, while keeping the magnetic properties
unaffected, a process referred to as hydrogen saturation is em-
ployed [2, 8, 9]. Each methyl group CH3 of the pivalic group
is substituted by a single H atom. This replaces CO2C(CH3)3
with CO2CH3. By applying this process once more we obtain
O2CH bridge which replaces the whole pivalic group.

The crystallographic structures of the studied com-
pounds have been deposited in Cambridge Crystallographic
Data Centre (CCDC) [7]. Records CCDC-164814 and
CCDC-164814 through CCDC-191623 contain the supple-
mentary crystallographic data used for this paper. These
data can be obtained free of charge at CCDC website:
www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/conts/retrieving.html.

III. AUGMENTED SYMMETRY APPROACH

The Cr8 molecule possess full rotational symmetry (FS)
and can be reconstructed by rotating a quarter of the ring
containing two metallic ions around the axis perpendicular
to the plane of the molecule. This symmetry is presented in
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Fig. 2. Within the WIEN2k package symmetry puts artificial
constrains on the system in question by reducing the number
of inequivalent atoms. In turn, the number of degrees of free-
dom declines which means that fewer steps have to be made
before self-consistency is reached. Also an execution of a sin-
gle iteration takes less time. All of these lead to significantly
faster accomplishment of convergence of calculations. Unfor-
tunately, for heteronuclear derivatives substitution of a single
chromium ion with another element removes the symmetry
completely and the number of degrees of freedom cannot be
reduced.

This problem of an excessive number of inequivalent
atoms and a very slow convergence of DFT calculations for
heterometallic rings Cr7M had led us to propose the aug-
mented symmetry approach (AS) [1]. In this approach the
basic symmetry element for Cr7M originates from a half of
the ring containing five metallic ions forming an arc. This
symmetry is presented in Fig. 3. This allows us to place the
doping ion M on one of the ends of that arc. The whole
molecule is then reconstructed by rotating that arc around an
axis going through its ends. While a ring with AS has more
degrees of freedom than the ring with FS, their number is
smaller than that of the ring with no symmetry (NS) which
substantially speeds up calculations.

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the augmented symmetry oper-
ation in Cr7M molecule. Cr1, Cr2, Cr3, Cr4 and Cr5 (along with
accompanying bridges) constitute an arc composed of unique, in-
equivalent atoms. The atoms Cr2, Cr3 and Cr4 are equivalent to Cr8,

Cr7 and Cr6, respectively

Unfortunately, the AS approach effectuates small distor-
tion into the ring (see [1] for more details). The resulting AS
structure does not exactly match the original Cr7M molecule.
In the AS model some chromium ions are slightly shifted
from their real positions (see Fig. 3 in [1]). This mismatch is
the reason why the predictions of the AS model need to be
carefully checked, as far as the convergence and the numer-

ical accuracy of the electronic and magnetic properties are
concerned.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The ab initio calculations based on the FS, AS and NS
model are carried out using density functional theory (DFT)
[10, 11] as implemented in WIEN2k computational pack-
age [12-14]. It uses the all electron linearized augmented
plane wave (LAPW) method [15, 16]. The core and valence
states are treated separately. The core states are treated fully
relativistically [17]. Relativistic effects are also included for
valence electrons by scalar relativistic treatment [18]. In our
calculations we use a default value of −6.0 Ry to separate
them. The chromium core states are those from neon con-
figuration (1s2s2p). This leaves us with the states 3s, 3p, 3d
and 4s which are considered valence. For cadmium the core
configuration is defined as 1s2s2p3s3p3d4s whereas 4p4d5s
is the valence configuration. For nickel the core configura-
tion is defined as 1s2s2p3s whereas 3p, 3d and 4s states are
considered valence ones.

The LAPW method incorporates muffn-tin radii (rmt)
approximation [19]. According to this approximation around
each atom in the structure there is a spherical area called
atomic sphere. All electrons within atomic spheres are con-
sidered to belong to atoms encompassed by those spheres.
Atomic spheres cannot overlap or be too small, so that the
core electrons do not leak out. This is very important, because
within atomic spheres electrons are described with wave func-
tions that can be expressed as a product of spherically sym-
metrical radial function R(r) and spherical harmonics Ylm.
The area outside atomic spheres is called interstitial region
and all electrons contained in it are described by the plain
wave functions. For consistency we use here the same values
of the rmt parameters as in our previous study [1, 20] which
in turn are identical to those chosen elsewhere [9]. They are
presented in Tab. 1.

Tab. 1. Values of muffin-tin radii rmt for different elements. All
values in units of rBohr

element Cr Cd Ni F O C H

rmt 2.40 2.40 2.40 1.20 1.24 1.00 0.83

If not stated otherwise, the parameter defining the basis
set is RKM = 3.0, which allows for density matrix size (num-
ber of augmented plane waves) of the order of 35000. We
account for the exchange and correlation effects using gen-
eralized gradient approximation implemented in the Perdew,
Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [21]. We do not in-
clude spin-orbit coupling in our calculations, as it was already
shown that the differences in the results are negligible [2, 9]
and the single-ion anisotropy for the Cr ions is known to be
very small [6, 22, 23].
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IV. 1. Magnetic moments and HOMO-LUMO gaps
Two electronic densities are considered in our spin-

polarized calculations: one for spin channel up and one for
spin channel down. Through integration of these densities
(expressed in units of e/r3Bohr) for specific atoms within ap-
propriate atomic spheres one can calculate electric charges
(expressed in units of e). By integrating the up and down
densities, we obtain Qup and Qdown charges. Total elec-
tric charges Qtot are obtained by summing the results, i.e.
Qtot = Qup + Qdown. In a similar fashion magnetic mo-
ments Mm (expressed in units of µB) can be calculated as
a difference of charges Mm = Qup −Qdown.

The HOMO-LUMO (H-L) gap is defined as energy differ-
ence between frontier orbitals: the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO). This gap can be used to predict the strength and
stability of transition metal complexes. The H-L gap within
organic compounds is an equivalent of a band gap in inor-
ganic semiconductors. Within the standard method H-L gaps
are easy to extract from DFT results. One needs only Kohn-
Sham levels (KSL) and Fermi level (FL). The HOMO is the
first orbital under FL and LUMO is the first orbital above
FL. By subtracting energies of these orbitals one obtains the
H-L gap. When conducting the study of magnetic properties,
there are two separate sets of KSL, one for spin up channel
and one for spin down channel. The spin up electrons are
the majority charge carriers and spin down electrons are the
minority charge carriers. The H-L gaps for these channels
usually differ and as a result we obtain two separate types of
the H-L gaps.

We note that theoretical interpretation of the gaps is still
problematic [4, 24, 25]. The PBE-based DFT results often un-
derestimate the expected values. They can be corrected using
better correlation and exchange functional or by performing
two sets of calculations: one for the neutral N particle system
and one for the charged N + 1 particle system [24, 26, 27].
Within the scope of this paper we restrict ourselves to the
standard method, subtracting the corresponding energies.

IV. 2. Exchange couplings
The magnetic coupling parameters J between transition

metals in a ring are estimated within the standard projected
broken symmetry approach (PBS) [28], considering the Ising-
like magnetic Hamiltonian

Hmag =

N∑
i

Jiσiσi+1 , (1)

where N = 8 is the number of magnetic ions in the ring,
σi is the classical spin variable at site i assuming the values
σi = ±Si, which is subject to the periodic boundary condi-
tion, i.e. σi = σi+N and Ji is the nearest-neighbor coupling
between two ions at positions i and i+ 1.

For chromium ions the spin variable is equal to S = 3
2 ,

for cadmium S = 0 and nickel has S = 1. We consider that
for a given ring, all the couplings between chromium ions Ji
are the same so that Ji = J . The coupling between chromium
and nickel is denoted J ′ whereas that between chromium and
non-magnetic cadmium is missing. The interaction schemata
are shown in Fig. 4.

Within the AS model the Cr7M rings have five nonequiv-
alent transition metal ions. This allows for 9, 16 and 8
nonequivalent spin configurations for Cr8, Cr7Ni and Cr7Cd,
respectively. By fitting the energy level structure arising from
Equation 1 to the DFT energies obtained for all nonequivalent
spin configurations (performing multivariate linear regression
like in [29]), we extract the coupling constants. Within the
NS model the Cr7M rings have eight nonequivalent transi-
tion metal ions. This allows for 18, 72 and 36 nonequivalent
spin configurations for Cr8, Cr7Ni and Cr7Cd, respectively.
For this slowly convergent approach the coupling constants
were extracted using frontier spin configurations: antiferro-
magnetic (AF) and ferromagnetic (FM). The formulae ex-
ploited are explicitly given in Section 4 of our preceding
publication [1]. For Cr7Ni, apart from the standard frontier
configurations, an extra configuration is needed. It is referred
to as AM and corresponds to the nickel spin reversed with
respect to that in AF. For the FS model the Cr8 ring has
two nonequivalent transition metal ions and 2 nonequivalent
spin configurations: AF and FM. This leads to the regression
equation identical to a formula used in [1].

Fig. 4. Schematic representations of exchange couplings between
the ions for Cr8 (top left), Cr7Cd (top right) and Cr7Ni (bottom)
molecule. Black dots represent CrIII ions, the red dot represents CdII

ion and the green dot represents NiII ion

In our study we take into account only interactions be-
tween the nearest neighboring ions. The exchange interaction
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between transition metal ions in a ring is not direct. The ac-
tual exchange is carried through superexchange paths laid by
the carboxylate and fluorine bridges. As a result any interac-
tion between ions not connected by those bridges is virtually
impossible.

V. NUMERICAL TESTS
AND CONVERGENCE CRITERIA

For our study there are two types of convergence tests
considered. The first one is the convergence of results in a sin-
gle run which we designate as internal convergence. Within
the DFT study one considers the spin density of electrical
charge. The calculations start with specific numerical param-
eters and from some initial theoretical density dependent on
elements which constitute the system. In a single iteration
(single self-consistent cycle) the following operations are per-
formed. First the physical properties for current electronic
density are calculated with the help of a given correlation and
exchange functional (in our case PBE). Then the Hessian ma-
trix which is used to modify the existing density is obtained.
Finally, the convergence criteria are checked. If they are met
the calculations are finished, otherwise the next iteration be-
gins. As these criteria we choose the energy change and the
charge distance defined in WIEN2k. Energy change is simply
an average value of change in total energy of a system over
the last three iterations. Charge distance is the average change
of electrical charge within the muffin tins of the L = 0 com-
ponent of the original and modified density. It tends to zero at
the fixed-point solution which is the variational minimum of
the energy. The energy change and the largest value of charge
distance for all the atoms in a structure are compared to the
threshold values. These values are 0.0001 Ry for energy and
0.0001 e for charge and they constitute very good internal
convergence criteria.

The second type of convergence (which we designate
as external convergence) is the convergence with respect to
the parameters used in different computational runs. When
performing calculations, numerical parameters used in the
models and their implementations act as a sort of artificial
variable va. In order to view the obtained data as objective
results denoted by r, one has to be sure that these results do
not depend on those variables. As this criterion can never
be truly met, it is reformulated in a different manner: the
obtained results are considered numerically valid if for some
range of parameters they are stable. This stability is under-
stood as an insignificant change of results with respect to
used parameters, which leads to

∂r(va)

∂va
≈ 0 . (2)

For the purpose of this paper we mainly concentrate on
tests of the external convergence for the exchange coupling
J with respect to RKM parameter, k-mesh and cell size. The

tests are performed for Cr8 molecule using the FS, NS and
AS approach. The NS data are considered as the reference
point.

V. 1. Convergence with respect to RKM and k-mesh
The most important parameter in the LAPW method is

RKM (or RKMAX) [30]. RKM stands for the product of the
smallest atomic sphere radius rmt times the largest K-vector
kmax (of the plane wave expansion of the wave function). It
thus determines the size of the basis set (number of plane
waves), size of the matrices, the accuracy and consequently
the amount of necessary computer time. Larger RKM values
lead to more accurate calculations; however, the computing
time scales with RKM as RKM3. Proper RKM values de-
pend on the desired accuracy for a given property, the size
of the atomic spheres and the specific atom with the smallest
rmt. The values between 6-10 are usually reasonable but for
systems with large differences between rmt sizes they may
lead to unphysical eigenvalues. Systems containing hydrogen
with short bond length and thus a very small rmt are a special
case and usually require a much smaller RKM value around
3. Nonetheless convergence must be checked for a new type
of system or approach [31].

Similarly the size of k-mesh is important [30]. It deter-
mines the number of points used for numerical integration.
In general, metallic systems need a fine mesh while for in-
sulators very few k-points are often sufficient. Small unit
cells need a fine mesh, while large unit cells most likely do
not. Supercells for surfaces (slabs) need only one k-point
along the direction perpendicular to the surface. Insulators
with many atoms per cell may need only one shifted k-point.
Supercells for single atoms or molecules should be done just
with a single central point. While there are general recommen-
dations on how to choose the k-mesh, the specific values are
difficult to predict. The necessary number of k-points must
always be verified by first doing a calculation with a crude
mesh and then continue with a fine mesh and comparing the
results [31].

Variations of the values of J parameter with respect to
RKM and the number of k-points are shown in Tab. 2 for
the NS and FS approach, and in Tab. 3 for the AS approach.
When analyzing the J values for a given RKM and different
number of k-points listed in Tab. 2 and Tab. 3, we can see
that for RKM= 2.25 and upwards the J values vary within
0.1 meV range, which is within the numerical uncertainty of
the expected and satisfying results. Also it is clear that the
number of k-points does not influence the accuracy of the
couplings so that a single central k-point is sufficient. As for
the RKM dependence of J we see that for RKM= 2.5 and
upwards the variation is also negligible. It is also clear that the
AS model assumptions have no influence on the stability and
accuracy of the results for J . We infer that RKM= 3.0 is the
proper choice for reliable applications of our DFT method.
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Tab. 2. Exchange interaction parameter J obtained for Cr8 molecule
in the NS approach for different RKM values and number of k-
points. In the last column the data calculated in the FS approach for
different RKM values and one k-point are inserted. All the values in

units of meV

RKM 1kp 8kp 10kp 30kp FS, 1kp

2.00 7.33 7.08 7.19 7.08 7.40

2.25 7.08 7.02 6.99 7.00 7.06

2.50 6.78 6.73 6.73 6.80

2.75 6.59 6.57 6.62

3.00 6.75 6.75

Tab. 3. Exchange interaction parameter J obtained for Cr8 molecule
in the AS approach for different RKM values and number of k-points.

All the values in units of meV

RKM 1kp 8kp 10kp 30kp

2.00 7.40 7.20 7.26 7.22

2.25 7.05 6.98 7.02 7.01

2.50 6.77 6.72 6.74

2.75 6.56 6.56

3.00 6.71

Fig. 5. Placement and orientation of the nearest neighbor molecules
in the original unit cell. Each molecule is coordinated with eight
other molecules placed in direction of the corners of the base cell

V. 2. Convergence with respect to cell size
An original unit cell, as measured in experiment [5], con-

tains two Cr8 ring molecules. Parameters of this unit cell
are a = 20.09289 Å, b = 20.09289 Å, c = 16.80091 Å,
α = 90◦, β = 90◦, γ = 90◦. The volume of the entire
cell is V = 6782.93 Å3 and the volume per one ring is
Vm = 3391.47 Å3. The two molecules are placed on two
separate layers separated by a distance of 8.400455 Å, which
is simply half of c. The distance between centers of those

molecules is around 16.26 Å and the smallest distance be-
tween magnetic ions of two rings is 9.54 Å. In our study
we concentrate on a single molecule therefore we modify
the structure of the cell. We remove one molecule, changing
orientation of the nearest molecules in relation to each other
as shown in Figures 5 and 6. We also change the size of the
cell. We keep the angles unchanged (α = β = γ = 90◦) and
relation between a and b (a = b).

Fig. 6. Placement and orientation of the nearest neighbor molecules
in the modified base cell. Each molecule is coordinated with six

other molecules placed in direction of the walls of the base cell

In our analysis we introduce five cell sizes based on dif-
ferent assumptions:

• cell A: a = 20.09 Å, c = 16.80 Å, V = 6781 Å3. This
cell has the same size as the original one. Since the
orientation of the molecules is different, keeping the
same size means that the distance between centers of
nearest molecules is the same;

• cell B: a = 20.09 Å, c = 13.80 Å, V = 5248 Å3. This
smaller cell is meant to slightly decrease (by 3 Å) the
distance along c;

• cell C: a = 20.09 Å, c = 9.54 Å, V = 3852 Å3. The
distance between rings on a single layer is unchanged
but the distance between two layers is now the same
as the smallest distance between magnetic ions of two
rings in the original cell;

• cell D: a = 18.62 Å, c = 9.78 Å, V = 3391 Å3. The
distance between centers of the molecules on a single
layer and between layers is now the same (9.78 Å).
Also the total cell volume (which is also the volume
per molecule) is now the same as volume per molecule
in the original cell;

• cell E: a = 20.09 Å, c = 8.40 Å, V = 3391 Å3. This
cell was obtained by simply cutting the c length of the
original cell by half. The volume per molecule remains
the same. Distances between molecules on a single
layer and distances between layers are also unchanged.
However, the distance between molecules on neighbor-
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ing layers is now clearly smaller than in the original
molecule.

For all the cells considered we have performed tests, veri-
fying how the estimates of J parameter change with RKM.
The results are presented in Tab. 4. It is clear that the cell
size does not really influence the values of J even for cell E
which has the tighter stacking of the rings on top of each other.
Results are identical as long as there is a sufficient distance
between molecules to treat them as separate entities and not
as parts of a larger structure.

Tab. 4. Exchange interaction parameter J for different unit cells and
RKM values found within the AS approach. All the values in units

of meV

RKM A B D C E

2.00 7.18 6.99 7.10 6.94 6.90

2.25 7.05 6.72 6.81 6.78 6.71

2.50 6.69 6.66 6.64 6.61 6.69

2.75 6.56 6.59 6.65 6.50 6.67

3.00 6.71 6.77 6.73 6.77 6.75

V. 3. Computational complexity
Calculations were carried out on a supercomputing plat-

form consisting of identical machine nodes with Intel Xeon
E5-2697 v3 @ 2.60GHz processors (haswell group of Inula
cluster at PSNC). We have measured execution time and the
number of iterations needed to reach the convergence for dif-
ferent symmetries, spin configurations and values of RKM.
We have also performed these tests with different numbers
of assigned cores in order to analyze the scalability of all
approaches from this point of view and to demonstrate the
advantages of the AS idea. The AS temporal complexity is re-
markably diminished with respect to the NS requirements and
is only slightly higher than that for the FS treatment. The out-

comes of our profound computational complexity analysis
are presented in Tables 5 and 6.

As it was expected, the average execution time of a single
iteration titer was the longest for the NS approach and the
shortest for FS. Performance of the AS approach is settled
on between these two, but closer to FS. For RKM= 3.0 all
the values of titer become closer together as we increase the
number of cores, but the general hierarchy is still kept. How-
ever, the very value of titer is not so important. The total time
Ttot of calculations really matters, as the average number of
iterations N necessary to reach convergence is much greater
for the NS approach than that of AS or FS approach. For NS,
as shown before, the number of iterations increases signifi-
cantly with enhancing RKM. While for RKM= 2.0 we had
no problem in running the NS calculations, for RKM= 2.5
we failed. Only for one spin configuration we managed to
reach convergence in 128 steps. The computational runs for
remaining spin configurations were stopped as the number of
iterations reached the allowed limit equal to 150. We have not
attempted to run calculations for RKM = 3.0. It became clear
that the convergence for the NS could not be reached within
a reasonable time period. Concluding, the AS approach im-
proves the computational performance with respect to the
NS calculations without any loss of stability and numerical
accuracy of the final results.

V. 4. Additional testing
For all the tests performed only the estimates of J pa-

rameter were demonstrated as yet. Other quantities were also
subject to verification, but there is no need to present ac-
tual results because their values coincide. The J parameters
were the only quantities showing any numerical variation,
and even then that dependence on RKM and the number of
k-points was very weak. Magnetic moments varied in a range
of ±0.0002µB when usually the acceptable numerical un-
certainty of these results is ±0.01µB . HOMO-LUMO gaps

Tab. 5. Execution time of a single iteration titer for different approaches applied to Cr8 molecule with respect to the number of cores. Results
are given in absolute units (hours and minutes) as well as in relation to the FS approach (trel). The values quoted are averaged over series of

iterations carried out for different spin configurations

1 core 2 cores 4 cores 8 cores
RKM sym. titer trel titer trel titer trel titer trel

2.0

NS 01:58 3.0 01:37 3.6 01:28 4.4 01:26 5.1
AS 01:02 1.6 00:45 1.7 00:42 2.1 00:46 2.7
FS 00:40 1.0 00:27 1.0 00:20 1.0 00:17 1.0

2.5

NS 05:53 1.6 03:44 2.6 02:49 2.3 02:30 2.8
AS 04:15 1.2 02:53 2.0 01:39 1.3 01:49 2.0
FS 03:39 1.0 01:25 1.0 01:14 1.0 00:54 1.0

3.0

NS 18:14 1.2 11:07 1.4 08:40 1.5 05:15 1.2
AS 16:37 1.1 09:31 1.2 06:49 1.2 04:20 1.0
FS 14:50 1.0 08:07 1.0 05:55 1.0 04:30 1.0
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Tab. 6. Number of iterations N necessary to reach convergence and total execution time Ttot for all the approaches applied to Cr8 molecule
with respect to number of cores. Results are given in absolute units (hours) as well as in relation to the FS approach (Trel). The values
quoted are averaged over a number of different spin configurations, with the exception of those for NS approach and RKM= 2.5, which

were found for one configuration only

1 core 2 cores 4 cores 8 cores

RKM sym. N Ttot Trel Ttot Trel Ttot Trel Ttot Trel

2.0

NS 45 89 6.6 73 8.1 66 9.9 65 11.4
AS 22 23 1.7 17 1.8 15 2.3 17 3.0
FS 20 13 1.0 9 1.0 7 1.0 6 1.0

2.5

NS 128 753 9.8 478 16.1 361 13.9 320 16.9
AS 23 98 1.3 66 2.2 38 1.5 42 2.2
FS 21 77 1.0 30 1.0 26 1.0 19 1.0

3.0

NS not attempted
AS 29 482 1.4 276 1.5 198 1.5 126 1.2
FS 23 341 1.0 187 1.0 136 1.0 104 1.0

varied in a range of ±0.1 eV depending on RKM. These val-
ues are also within the uncertainty limit usually encountered,
as visible in Tab. 7.

Tab. 7. HOMO-LUMO majority and minority gaps for the Cr8
molecule calculated for the AF and FM configurations for different

symmetries, assuming RKM= 3.0

H-L gap NS AF FS

AF
Emin. 2.39 2.38 2.39

Emaj. 2.45 2.42 2.45

FM
Emin. 2.22 2.18 2.22

Emaj. 3.80 3.77 3.80

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present Section our AS results obtained for the
Cr7M molecules are summarized. They are calculated using
the PBE functional so that some deviations from the experi-
mental findings can be encountered.

VI. 1. Magnetic moments and HOMO-LUMO gaps
Experimental values of magnetic moments are 2.94µB

for chromium, 0 for cadmium and 2.23µB for nickel [32].
The AS results for chromium (presented in Tab. 8), while
somewhat smaller, are acceptable. For cadmium the values
obtained of 0.01µB are close to 0. The magnetic moment of
1.6µB for nickel is lower from the expected value by almost
a third. However, those results are nearly identical to other
theoretical values found in literature, including those obtained
by the B3LYP functional [4, 20, 33]. Magnetic moments are
strongly localized as is visible on the spin charge density
maps shown in Figures 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.

Tab. 8. Magnetic momentsMm in units µB for the whole ring, in the
interstitial region and for specific magnetic ions obtained within aug-
mented symmetry. For all cases two spin configurations are shown
– antiferromagnetic (AF) and ferromagnetic (FM). Site numbering

follows that in Fig. 3

Cr8 Cr7Cd Cr7Ni
Mm AF FM AF FM AF FM

total 0.00 24.00 −3.00 21.00 −1.00 23.00

int. −0.01 1.42 −0.19 1.24 −0.09 1.33

M1 2.73 2.78 −0.01 0.01 1.59 1.62

Cr2 −2.73 2.77 −2.74 2.76 −2.72 2.77

Cr3 2.73 2.78 2.73 2.79 2.73 2.79

Cr4 −2.72 2.77 −2.73 2.78 −2.73 2.78

Cr5 2.73 2.78 2.74 2.78 2.74 2.78

Fig. 7. Plot of the spin density for the AF configuration of Cr8
molecule. Yellow (blue) shades are positive (negative) isosurfaces

for the value 0.01e/r3Bohr
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Fig. 8. Plot of the spin density for the FM configuration of Cr8
molecule. Yellow (blue) shades are positive (negative) isosur-

faces for the value 0.01e/r3Bohr

Fig. 9. Plot of the spin density for the AF configuration of
Cr7Cd molecule. Yellow (blue) shades are positive (negative)

isosurfaces for the value 0.01e/r3Bohr

Fig. 10. Plot of the spin density for the FM configuration of
Cr7Cd molecule. Yellow (blue) shades are positive (negative)

isosurfaces for the value 0.01e/r3Bohr

Fig. 11. Plot of the spin density for the AF configuration of
Cr7Ni molecule. Yellow (blue) shades are positive (negative)

isosurfaces for the value 0.01e/r3Bohr

The H-L gaps calculated for minority (min.) and major-
ity (maj.) channels are presented in Tab. 9. For Cr8 they are
consistent with those presented in [9, 20, 25] and vary in
a range of 10%. For the heteronuclear derivatives our val-

ues are around 6 times larger, but we were unable to find
theoretical results for PBE functional apart from the earlier
results obtained using the SIESTA package [25] which may
not be reliable due to difficulties encountered in choosing the
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proper pseudopotentials for the Cd and Ni ions as well as to
the approximate charge balancing procedure applied.

Fig. 12. Plot of the spin density for the FM configuration of Cr7Ni
molecule. Yellow (blue) shades are positive (negative) isosurfaces

for the value 0.01e/r3Bohr

Tab. 9. HOMO-LUMO majority and minority gaps for the Cr7M
molecules calculated for the AF and FM configurations in the AS
approach. For reference other literature values are given: FS-based
obtained by WIEN2k [9, 20] and NS-based found by using the

SIESTA package [25]

H-L gap Cr8 Cr7Cd Cr7Ni

AF (AS)
Emin. 2.38 0.97 0.75

Emaj. 2.42 0.99 0.88

FM (AS)
Emin. 3.77 1.01 0.85

Emaj. 2.18 0.80 0.74

AF [20]
Emin. 2.35

Emaj. 2.35

FM [20]
Emin. 3.88

Emaj. 2.31

AF [9]
Emin. 2.36

Emaj. 2.36

FM [9]
Emin. 4.08

Emaj. 2.15

AF [25] Emaj. 2.38 0.15 0.18

FM [25] Emaj. 2.01 0.11 0.13

VI. 2. Exchange couplings
The coupling parameters obtained for the basis set

RKM = 3.0 are shown in Tab. 10. They compare very well

with other theoretical predictions found in literature and based
on the PBE functional [20, 33]. Any difference between our
J values is well within standard variation encountered among
other DFT estimates [4, 8, 25, 29, 34-38]. The discrepancies
can be neglected, because all the DFT values are significantly
overestimated. Not only are the DFT values of J overes-
timated, but even the relations between J and J ′ are not
correctly reproduced. This overestimation problem is persis-
tent and clearly cannot be overcome with simple symmetry
modification provided by the AS approach. We emphasize
that extraction of the magnetic couplings is a challenge and
within PBE they are known to deviate significantly from
experimental findings. For the purpose of this paper it is im-
portant that the J estimates found here are comparable to
other PBE-based data.

Tab. 10. Exchange couplings obtained for Cr7M molecules within
the AS approach. All the values in units of meV. For reference
other theoretical values are given: the data of the FS approach in
WIEN2k [20] and NS approach in SIESTA [33]. Experimental val-
ues estimated from inelastic neutron scattering (INS) and electron

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) are also shown [32, 39-41]

Cr8 Cr7Cd Cr7Ni
source J J J J ′ J ′/J

DFT, this paper 6.7 7.0 7.0 2.3 0.33

DFT [20] 6.3

DFT [33] 6.9 6.9 5.1 0.74

INS [39, 40] 1.46

INS [41] 1.46 1.46 1.69 1.16

EPR [32] 1.42 2.14 1.51

The AS approach constitutes an analogue of a linear
model suggested for the chromium rings in [2, 37]. In the lin-
ear model some segments of the rings are cut out and joined
to form a linear chain. In the framework of AS idea, a half of
a ring is extracted and rotated by 180◦ around the axis lying
in the plane of the molecule. In this way the final size and
shape of the molecule considered is preserved.

An important advantage of the AS approach with respect
to FS is the higher number of independent spin configurations
which can be analyzed. The enhanced number of configu-
rations is a prerequisite to calculate the magnetic couplings
in heterometallic Cr7M or non-uniform homometallic Cr9
rings [23, 38].

The energies of all nonequivalent spin configurations re-
lated to the AF ground state found in the AS approach are
presented in Tables 11, 12 and 13 for Cr8, Cr7Ni and Cr7Cd,
respectively. In the second column the string of arrows deter-
mines the spin configuration of the ions, where the arrows are
aligned according to the enumeration in Fig. 3.
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Tab. 11. Energies of Cr8 ring for all nonequivalent spin configura-
tions of ions taken with respect to the ground state energy corre-

sponding to the AF alignment

configuration spin E

designation alignment [meV]

r0 (FM) ↑↑↑↑↑ 242.0

r12 ↓↓↑↑↑ 186.3

r1 ↓↑↑↑↑ 182.3

r2 ↑↓↑↑↑ 125.7

r3 ↑↑↓↑↑ 122.9

r23 ↑↓↓↑↑ 119.8

r13 ↓↑↓↑↑ 62.5

r14 ↓↑↑↓↑ 59.3

r24 (AF) ↑↓↑↓↑ 0.0

Tab. 12. Energies of Cr7Ni ring for all nonequivalent spin configu-
rations of ions taken with respect to the ground state energy corre-

sponding to the AF alignment

configuration spin E

designation alignment [meV]

n0 (FM) ↑↑↑↑↑ 204.4

n1 ↓↑↑↑↑ 189.5

n5 ↑↑↑↑↓ 145.6

n45 ↑↑↑↓↓ 138.8

n12 ↓↓↑↑↑ 138.0

n15 ↓↑↑↑↓ 130.5

n2 ↑↓↑↑↑ 125.8

n23 ↑↓↓↑↑ 122.9

n4 ↑↑↑↓↑ 79.9

n34 ↑↑↓↓↑ 80.2

n3 ↑↑↓↑↑ 71.5

n25 ↑↓↑↑↓ 67.8

n14 ↓↑↑↓↑ 63.9

n13 ↓↑↓↑↑ 58.9

n35 (AM) ↑↑↓↑↓ 12.6

n24 (AF) ↑↓↑↓↑ 0.0

Tab. 13. Energies of Cr7Cd ring for all nonequivalent spin con-
figurations of ions taken with respect to the ground state energy
corresponding to the AF alignment. The first arrow in the second

column is missing due to vanishing spin on the Cd center

configuration spin E

designation alignment [meV]

d0 (FM) − ↑↑↑↑ 189.4

d5 − ↑↑↑↓ 130.6

d2 − ↓↑↑↑ 125.5

d23 − ↓↓↑↑ 123.9

d34 − ↑↓↓↑ 66.7

d4 − ↑↑↓↑ 65.0

d3 − ↑↓↑↑ 58.9

d24 (AF) − ↓↑↓↑ 0.0

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out the first principle systematic DFT
calculations for the Cr7M family of molecular nanorings us-
ing WIEN2k computational package and augmented sym-
metry approach by having recourse to the PBE functional.
We have extracted the electronic and magnetic properties
of these molecules. The obtained coupling parameters J ,
HOMO–LUMO gaps and magnetic moments compare very
well with other DFT theoretical predictions found in litera-
ture.

We have shown that the AS model leads to the results that
are consistent with other PBE-based approaches, are numeri-
cally stable and reliable for RKM= 3.0 and a single k-point.
The features of AS were tested by variation of RKM, k-mesh
size and unit cell. However, the most important fact is that
the augmented symmetry approach is computationally much
less demanding than the NS counterpart and allows for sig-
nificant improvement of computational performance, almost
identical to that of the FS treatment. Accordingly, AS enables
conducting calculations that otherwise would be non-feasible
due to the excessively high computational complexity.

The AS model discussed in this paper was originally
devised to mimic the even-numbered molecules. However,
after slight modifications it can be applied to a family of
odd-numbered chromium ring molecules Cr8M [36]. We
also intend to use the AS approach in conjunction with hy-
brid Becke 3-term Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP) correlation func-
tional [42, 43] which is known to improve the J parameter
estimates [4, 20].
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